Summary of our meeting this morning:

We met this morning 7/6/15 in SSB 420 with Matt Robertson, Manushak Movsisyan and Bill Duxler (conference line). We discussed the ACT / Compass and Accuplacer test expiration dates and available options. We are concerned that:

1. Next year Spring is an WLAC Accreditation visit and we need to convey a stability in Assessment of students as we have previously with ACT/ Compass.

2. There is uncertainty on Accuplacer’s as an option, as we are questioning Accuplacer’s interest in pursuing a change of status from “Probationary to expire 3/16” status, to submitting data for full approval from the Chancellor’s office before 3/16.

3. There is uncertainty about the when the CCASSESS will have approval from the CCCCO to be used as a valid instrument for Assessment testing.

We reviewed Assessment Placement models from Harbor, Mission and Pierce discussing strategies for test platform transition and testing and placement implementation. Bill Duxler will provide test booklets for the Math and English faculty to review. In the interim Matt and Manushak are discussing the Multiple measures and forthcoming changes. We planned to meet next week to continue our discussion and outline future plans. SS&SP is screening other sister colleges for testing procedures.
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